Vw tdi fuel filter change
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proceeding. Thread starter oldpoopie Start date Feb 8, Well, it was time to replace my CAT filter,
so I looked on-line for a replacement. I found a baldwin filter, BF, that was supposed to be a
direct replacemetn with the CAT filter 1R, and filter better. I recieved them today and the
diameter of the filter is a bit larger than the CAT filter. It spins on the filter head fine, but I had to
struggle to get it into the clamp, and obviously removed the larger clamp down mechanisim. I
love ya, man. Anything to get away from that nasty "C" word. TornadoRed Top Post Dawg. And
as per this quote, I believe that they are saying that the the Baldwin high efficiency filter is more
efficient that the high efficiency CAT filter. Society of Automotive Engineers J testing shows
that the new Baldwin High Efficiency fuel filters meet the efficiency and exceed the contaminant
holding capacity of the new Caterpillar fuel filters. And as per this quote, I believe that they are
saying that the the Baldwin high efficiency filter is more efficient that the high efficiency CAT
filter The different filter s dont refer to filtering ability, they refer to size of filter and size of spin
on threads. Joined Sep 29, Got one of the Baldwin filters BF[2-microns], which is a little bigger
in dia.. If I remove the stock filter mount, I do believe it will fit. I will pack some pipe foam
inslulation around and under it as needed. I am using the Baldwin filter mount with a few mods
wright now with the Cat 1R If you look at the bottom of the threads on it[Baldwin] you will see a
rubber like seal, which is very good, so as the fuel will not short cycle past the threads. With
every one using the Cat, they have been using an "o"ring at the top to help prevent this from
happing. I change the filters at some 20, kms or so. I will install the Baldwin this week to make
sure it fits, and if it does, then will pick up a spare Baldwin. Thank-you all, and have a great day.
Drivbiwire Zehntes Jahr der Veteran. Baldwin is a bit more restricive. Performance is marginal in
terms of 2 micron rated filters especially nest to the CAT filter. The most km's I got from the Cat
is 37, km's and the car became hard to start and to point of not starting in the cold. I now
change filters at 20, or so km's. You say that the Cat is better then the Baldwin, but Baldwin
says theirs is better then the Cat, so really who's wright? I noticed the test is not the Cat 1R or
the Baldwin BF, but they are the same size only different mounting thread size. The test you
posted, who 's is it, Cat's. Lets face it, every one can call their product the best and they do by
juggling the numbers around, be it oil, filters etc. Oh by the way what are the numbers on your
post, they say wear. Wear what? How much more restrictive is the Baldwin compared to the
CAT? Thank-you for getting back. DBW, since the graph doesn't list the particular filters being
discussed, are you suggesting the "wear index" trend is generally the same across CAT and
Baldwin filters??? BKmetz Administrator, Member 10 Staff member. Both filters do the job. The
Caterpillar filter was chosen because it's smaller and a better design. I've have cut both filters
open the Baldwin has the same internal contruction as an oil filter, just with fuel filter media
used instead. Baldwin fuel filter BF test results:. Great - thanks for the re-cap. The goal of the
Caterpillar fuel filter project was to provide the TDI owner the best filtering capability possible
that will still fit in the stock location. Elimination of the water drain was not intentional. It was a
simple matter that there is no fuel filter on the market available that filters down to 2 microns
with a water drain that is small enough to fit. The water drain offers no real protection. It is only
meant to drain off small accumulations. If you are unlucky enough to get a tank of watery fuel
that effects performance, any fuel filter is going to be overwhelmed anyway. The filter will have
to be changed anyway. The drain is of no use. If there is a cheaper place to get one , please let
me know where and I will keep using the Cat. The MWM Veteran Member. Several items of
interest The truck guys operate in the real world. Baldwin, Hastings, and Purolator are all owned
by the same conglomerate, and Baldwin manufactures filters for many OEMs to their specs.
Their filter expertise is gleaned from the specifications they get from others, and their quality is
understandibly variable, depending on which spec filter you get from them. Much as Yonex
used to manufacture half the tennis raquets made in the world, and only sold their own raquets
starting in the mid's. I am trying to get oil filter media specifications for the TDI filters. Does
anyone have THAT kind of information? Thanks, Buster. The filters by CAT are rated at 3,
gallons Removed the Cat filter last night, with some 16, km's on it and installed the Baldwin BF
The Baldwin dropped wright in with some room around it. The foam under and around the filter
so as to stop any rattles from the filter and any wear marks on the car, or parts. The foam
around the filter will inslulate it from the cold too? The filter does not need to be bolted in, for it
is not going any where. It sits wright in there very nicely. I noticed more power with the new
Baldwin fuel filter installed, maybe better then the Cat. I am running a Baldwin filter mount and
do not have the VW "T" in the fuel return. The fuel goes back to the tank only. I am sure that
with the fuel return "T" in it that the filter will last longer do to the vaccum being less because of

it. I also believe that with the Tee in place that fuel mileage would be increased and more then
likely there would be less soot made and there fore less to the intake. Preheated fuel will burn
better and in our case to the filter, will help it last longer and cut down on on fuel gelling also to
some degree. I intend to adapt the "T" to the Baldwin mount, in due time. It seems to me reading
all the posts out here that the Baldwin is as good as the Cat or maybe even better. One thing for
sure is that it is better then the stock filter by far. I will check around for a cheaper price on the
Cat and then decide on what one to use. It looks to me with the posts, that the Baldwin makes
less vaccum then the Cat also, which is good, more so in my case. The gal. We are using it for
both sec. They are using a primary [ micron] fuel filter which would increase the Cat's 2 micron
life, therefore the gals would may come into play, depending on how good a fuel one is using
also and how dirty the fuel was to begin with. With even the best fuel out there, it is only as
clean as the storeage tanks that they are pumping it into or rather from and then into your fuel
tank. The fuel may be, I hope coming clean from the oil companys, but it is the gas stations
selling it that may leave a lot to be desired. The station tanks could be full of diff. The most I
have got on one in the dead of winter was 37, km's not miles and then it was very hard to start
and killed my battery. After changing the filter all was well. I do not have the fuel return TEE in
the line, feeding the fuel back to the filter, which I am sure would help me get some more km's
out of the filter. You could not see 2 micron with just the human eye. We are asking the Cat or
Baldwin to do lot when you think about it. We are protecting the injection pump and saving on
the price of the stock fuel filter, which is great. I figure that is better to change sooner then later,
rather to be passing some one on a two lane highway[family in car] to then find out that I am
loosing power due to a dirty fuel filter. Not very nice feeling with a 18 wheeler coming at you. I
was trying to get the most km's-miles out of it[being cheap],in cars and trucks gone past. It is
no fun changing a fuel filter in the middle of no where or dead of winter. After some 8 diesel
cars and pickup trucks. I have learned that the hard way. Have a good day all. Same size refers
to the length. I did not know that you were not capable of reading that into my [post] statement.
CCP Well-known member. Joined Sep 21, Hi guys, Not Mr mechanical. I would be willing to buy
the beers Of course and many thanks. You say that the Baldwin is more restrictive then the Cat..
I read it as the other way around. When looking at the test of stock filter, the Cat and the
Baldwin filters the Baldwin is better then the Cat. Please correct me if I am wrong. They are
using a primary [ micron] fuel filter which would increase the Cat's 2 micron life. You must log
in or register to reply here. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your
experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Forums New posts Search forums.
Media New media New comments Search media. Resources Latest reviews Search resources.
Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles
only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Fuel Filter change procedure. Hi
there, What is the procedure to change out the fuel filter on these new cars? Do you simply
open the canister, pop the seal, and replace the cartridge? Is there a bleed prodecure required
at all? How about anything additional for sealing the housing? I reccomend getting Vag-Com.
You will need it. Well you could jumper the fuel pump to prime but thats a PITA. I never needed
VCDS and started fine 3 time with just a prefil of my favorite additive. Ryephile Veteran Member.
The Bentley manual says nothing about priming the system after changing the fuel filter. It does
however makes a big stink about priming the system after changing the HPFP itself, which of
course makes sense, as the new HPFP would have no Diesel in it to lubricate the piston and
roller. Consider how much fuel is in the filter housing after a non-messy filter change [i. You
should have enough fuel in the housing to more than cover the top of the filter. There's enough
fuel in the housing to run the car for many minutes. That gives the tank pump tons of time to fill
up the housing and recirculate whatever minimal air happens to be in the top of the housing.
That all said, it's not going to hurt to use VCDS to prime the system. It just likely isn't necessary.
Ryephile said:. Now that you mention that, I vaguely recall the discrepancy within the Bentley
manual. Is there a Bentley manual that covers the CR engine? I've been keeping my eyes out for
the MK6 Bentley, but have yet to see it. But regardless, I think it's better to play it safe to prime
the system first. I recently did my fuel filter 40k service and used the VCDS to prime the system.
I could hear the auxilary pump pulling air for a short while while it was priming the system. The
HPFP uses the fuel as its lubricant. I wouldn't start my car without priming the filter first. I've
done this procedure x3. I'm at 60k miles. Zero metal flakes in the filter each time The procedure
is in the Bentley Service Manual for the MkV VW Jetta Page: "Any time the diesel fuel system is
opened or drained for repairs, prime the system before running the high pressure fuel pump.
Running the fuel pump dry causes damage. Then turn on the "Aux Pump" located just to the left
of the engine passenger side. Listed as "Relay for auxiliary fuel pump" Cycle this x3 times for

45 seconds or so. Start your car. JBell Veteran Member. Philth said:. Isn't that a little excessive?
I would imagine one or the other would suffice for your intent? DEM Veteran Member. Plus 3
Golfer Veteran Member. I've posted this before from the electronic version of Bentleys:. You can
also run the pump through Basic Settings. Go to block 35 and press ON and it will run both the
in tank and axillary fuel pumps. Page: "Any time the diesel fuel system is opened or drained for
repairs, prime the system before running the high pressure fuel pump. Let me ask you this
though - how much fuel was left in the canister once the old filter was removed and allowed to
drain back into the canister? MF Active member. Procedure for priming the fuel system after a
hpfp change out. Changed the fuel filter for the first time this afternoon. Prying the cap off the
housing took the use of a screwdriver. Also, the old filter was stuck on the cap pretty good and
when I pushed it down with a screwdriver, it came off but ended up splashing a bit of diesel all
over the place when the filter dropped back into the housing. Suffice it to say, I was pissed.
After cleaning up the diesel, I put the new filter in without draining any of the old fuel in the
canister and bolted the cap back on. I did not prime the system. Car fired right up and drove
around with no problems. Oh, I did notice what looked like small metal flakes or particles on top
of the old filter but not enough to be of concern. They may also have been something else and
not metal. Couldn't really tell. As I said, not worried. MPGonad Well-known member. MPGonad
said:. TNriverjet Veteran Member. I'm of the "no VCDS and refill filter canister with fresh diesel"
persuasion. It works fine, and here is why The fuel pump constantly circulates fuel from the tank
to the fuel filter, hence the return lines. The fuel filter and canister are sized to handle WOT plus
a margin of error above that to always keep the HPFP supplied with plenty of diesel. If you refill
the canister the low pressure lift pump has plenty of capacity and time to replenish the fuel filter
canister since the engine is only idling. In theory, even if you started and had the throttle
pressed, the lift pump could still keep up, but we never start with a foot on the throttle. I will say
that re-using or leaving the fuel in the canister is concerning to me That is all the dirty stuff that
has been on the outside unfiltered side of the filter. Not to mention the sloshing and jerking
required to remove the filter can allow all the trapped dirt to become re-suspended in the fuel
washed back off the filter media. I vacuum this fuel into my used oil extractor and clean the
inside of the canister. Then only fresh fuel is used to refill! I just found out that I have the
narrow mouth filter "Type B" on my Golf Which style Narrow Mouth or Wide Mouth is better. I
read somewhere that the wide mouth sits higher then the bottom, to clear any water that may be
at the bottom, wouldn't that make the wide mouth one a better design? I have the narrow mouth
version as well. That's why I splashed diesel all over the place when I replaced it because it was
attached to the lid. When I pried it off, it fell back into the canister thus dousing the immediate
surroundings with fuel. As for reinstallation, I just put the new filter into the canister and placed
the lid on top. Make sure you torque each screw per instructions as there's also a specific
tightening pattern. Apart from cleaning the diesel spill, total changing time was less than 10
minutes. You must log in or register to reply here. This site uses cookies to help personalise
content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use
this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Forums New posts
Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media. Resources Latest reviews
Search resources. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in
Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. For
a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter
cat bandit Start date Jul 30, I'm coming up on my mile maintenance, and I'm wondering how you
prime the fuel filter. I don't really have time to take the car to the dealer because of work, and I'm
worried about changing it, and not being able to bleed the air out. Any thoughts? That's what I
was afraid of I did a search, and was looking at the Ross tech system, and I'll be buying one
soon. Have you heard of any problems with them? Ok, perfect. You really can't say that about
many companies for sure! Now, should I go with the hex can? Or the k2 one? Their chart said
both will work I think, but its confusing. Ok, thanks a lot! The chart on the Ross website is a
little confusing, so I'm glad to talk to someone with some experience! I have the kessy's as well.
Highline Driver Veteran Member. BarrieCommuter Veteran Member. Highline Driver said:. Just
curious, why did you change your fuel filter after driving only 30 kms? Savageman69 Top Post
Dawg. Savageman69 said:. Canada doesn't get free service, they do get a longer warranty right?
Yep no free service here lol. I wish VW offered everyone a choice instead of saying this is where
you live this is what you get. I would have certainly gone for a longer warranty instead of the
service plan - just because I look wrenching on my own cars. Just te way it is though. Last
edited: Aug 2, Fuel filter change. Concerning priming the fuel system without a VCDS: After
closing the filter canister could it the be topped off by removing one of the hoses and squirting
fuel into one of the tube on the cover? Which of the 4 tubes would be best for this?
DieselMann99 Veteran Member. The only good way to prime fill the fuel system after opening it

up is to use the dealer's scan tool or VCDS. Turning the key off and on does not do it properly.
There are three fuel pumps you have to turn on at the same time. DieselMann99 said:. What
happens if you don't fully prime the fuel system or use the VCDS? Will it just take longer to start
until it pumps all the way through? Or is there some damage that could occur? After reading all
the comments about changing the fuel filter without a VCDS I was more than a little concerned
about the engine not running or damaging the high pressure pump. But I took a deep breath and
changed it anyway. I'm not sure it makes a difference but I have a Jetta which uses the filter
with the single small hole. I started the car and let it idle for about 10 minutes before driving it
around the neighborhood. I didn't go far in case I had to walk back home. It ran absolutely fine. I
have since driven about 20 miles without a hicup. At least from my experience all the concern
about changing the filter without a VCDS is overrated. Just had my fuel filter done today,
sportwagon, and I watched the whole swap He did not empty it out, just swapped old and new
filter and orings Cap back on and torqued. I asked him if he needed to hook up to the system to
prime and he said the and newer did not need that due to the in tank pump Not needed. Makes
me want survey a few more dealer tdi techs to see if that is fine.. You must log in or register to
reply here. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to
keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use
of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Diesel engine. Ensure clean Fuel is delivered to the engine.
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